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Motivation


Practical importance of flow noise from surface/boundary flows



Difficulty and complexity of CFD modelling (performance, resources, skills)



A simple way to account for material properties in modelling FSI (Fluid‐Structure‐
Interaction)



Validated tools available for modelling of transformation of compressional and shear
waves

Potential Applications


Effect of coatings on flow-noise (turbulent boundary
layer, duct flows, nozzles etc)
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Ocean noise mechanisms (turbulent wind)



Propeller noise (marine propeller, wind turbine)



Design of vibro-absorbing panels (aircraft, ships, etc)

Effective Elastic Parameters: Fluid Flow and Elastic Waves
– Flow of speed U over elastic half‐space
– Elastic isotropic materials

U

– Effective elastic parameters equivalent to flow of a slightly compressible medium
follow from matching dispersion relations
Correct limit when U = 0

– Matching of real and imaginary parts when
fluid shear properties:
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and

leads to effective

Reflection and Transmission of “Vorticity” Waves
– Transformation of elastic waves in layered structures
– Continuity of pressure, stress and displacement.
– Plane‐wave theory, well‐studied, eg:

Input shear wave

Reflected shear wave
Reflected compressional wave

Multilayered Surface
etc.

Transmitted shear wave
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Transmitted compressional wave

Assumptions
– Low Mach number
– Direct radiation from scalar or vector potential is generally weak (quadrupolar)
– Compressional‐to‐compressional conversion at the surface is assumed small but can
be handled in a similar fashion. This would be a standard “anechoic” calculation
– Global flow not dependent on surface vibroacoustics (no singing or strong
vibroacoustic coupling etc.) There is an implicit assumption in this work that the input
shear ‘sources’ due to flow are not significantly affected by the type of surface itself
(flow sources dependent only on surface shape)
– As a corollary, this implies that the effect of surface thickness on the magnitude and
phase of reflection or transmission is small relative to the characteristic flow
turbulence scales involved
– Boundary layer turbulence assumed an ensemble of transverse waves. Arbitrary
waves could be modelled as linear combinations of plane waves but important
conclusions do not depend on this
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Simple Example [1]
– Simple interface between two media – Water and a “rubber”
– Ratio of reflected scalar to incident vector potentials is V with V* the value
on a rigid boundary
– Approximation:

(not impedance match)

– Detail:
Red = current
Blue = Danilov & Mironov [1]

10 kHz

[1]
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Realistic Examples of Multilayer Material ‐ 1
– Water | Coating | Steel | Air
• Coating 1 – Realistic Rubber with complex  and 
• Coating 2 – Realistic absorbing rubber coating
– Frequency‐dependent properties
– Note that the absolute value of
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V is typically small

Realistic Examples of Multilayer Material ‐ 2
– Angle‐incidence averaged up to
– V  U ,   U 2,   U 3
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W U6

Possible extensions
 Transmission of flow noise through a dome
Shear



cse

cli
 Estimation of far‐field noise from
internal measurement of pressure

cse 

Simple formula at range r
assuming no internal volume
absorption:
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Typical Reflectance and Transmittances,
U = 3 m/s, 6 mm Steel, 40 mm simple rubber
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Conclusions
– We provide a simple method for estimation of the effectiveness of elastic materials
for the reduction of flow noise
– The method uses the intrinsic correspondence between a transformation of vorticity
perturbations into acoustic waves at the elastic boundary and the conversion of
transverse (shear) waves to longitudinal (pressure) waves
– A quantitative measure of the relative effect, not absolute levels
– Enables rapid estimation of ‘what‐if’ scenarios, important for design of new vibro‐
absorbing materials and for prototyping studies

???
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 Thank you…
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Requirements for experimental settings
 Maximise size of the model, Noise Level ~ L2
 Maximise velocity of the model, Noise Level ~ U6
 No other sources of noise (only flow noise)
 Well established scaling laws
Options:
1. BDM (Buoyancy Driven Model) ‐ preferable
2. DM (Diving Model) – significant logistics burden because of heavy weight
Lake Pend Oreille

Black Sea
http://www.public.navy.mil/subfor/underseawarfaremaga
zine/Issues/Archives/issue_11/submarine_stealth.html
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E.Kudashev at al. Acoustical Physics (2014)

Buoyancy Driven Models
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What we know about flow noise
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W ~ Mn /(Re)m

•

Acoustic efficiency:

•

Can be treated by the analytical methods of conventional acoustics (Lighthill and
others)

•

Strong dependency on M : Mn , n ≈ 6‐8 (the first challenge, M ~ 0.001)

•

Relatively weak dependency on Reynolds number Re, m ≈ ½.

•

Need to know statistics of Reynolds stresses <ViVjVkVm> in time and space (the
second challenge)

•

Flow noise is very sensitive to a computational model of turbulence (main
challenge for CFD)

•

Difficult to measure experimentally, leads to expensive experimental programs,
unclear scaling laws (the third challenge)

•

Effect of materials
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Spectrum of turbulent flow
noise: K41 scaling

L.F. Richardson, 1920

Best fit is surprisingly
close to K41!
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L.F. Richards

Finally…BDM test at DST Water Tank
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